An introduction is given about the current initial orbit determination mode for tracking ships. The paper proposes a method to improve the current orbit estimation mode by integrating the radar tracking measurements and onboard navigation data. The measurement and system model for the method is given, and related state transition matrix formulation is analyzed. The method is based on Markov and random process theory. The numerical results show that the finite difference method can be a good alternative for the traditional orbit estimation method.
Introduction
Improving launch vehicle stateestimation accuracy is the ultimate goal of data tracking in the instrumentation ships. To improve the precision of orbit determination, it can start from two approaches: one is to improve the measurement precision of ranging equipment, another is to improve the accuracy of processing methods. The improvement of the precision of equipment usually will lead to a considerable amount of funds for device refurbishement. Improving the processing methods will be more economical and generate higher return. In this paper, a sequential batch processing mode of statistical orbit determination method for multiple source and multiple phase are proposed. The integration of the radar tracking and onboard navigation data before and after the injection of a spacecraft is modeled and tested. The basic principle and the idea are as follows: Since the process of the satellite separation is a determined Markov process which can be fully described and determined. Based on the theory about Markov process and Bayes' theorem, the integration of data from the multiple phase and source can make the estimation process more stable and accurate.
The measurement Model
In the phase of spacecraft injection, there are at least radar tacking measurements and onboard navigation data which can be used for the initial orbit determination of the spacecraft. The measurement by radar includes ranging, velocity and angle, etc. Onboard navigation data include pseudo ranging and process position information. 
where ρ is the range vector in the inertial geocentric system, λ is the latitude of the sensor, θ is the sidereal time of the sensor and (,,) s xyz are its geocentric coordinate. Two coordinates can be translated mutually. ,, uen ρρρ are the sensor station coordinate which are in up, east and north direction. The elementary data provided by a GPS receiver comprise code and carrier-phase measurements that are obtained by synchronizing the incoming signal with a receiver generated replica [1] . A GPS receiver can receive signal from GPS satellite in either or both of L1 and L2 frequencies. For dualfrequency receivers, the ionospheric delay can be corrected by using the fact that the delay is essentially proportional to the signal frequency. In this paper, we only consider single frequency receiver case and use pseudo range data. The pseudo range between GPS receiver with a GPS satellite is 
where ρ is the pseudo range, t t is the time of a message transmission from a GPS satellite, r t is the reception time of that message, c is the speed of light, r t δ is the receiver clock bias, e δρ contains effects of additional error sources such as the ionospheric delay and multipath effect, (,,) i xyz are the coordinates of a GPS satellite in a geocentric coordinate frame and (,,) r xyz are the coordinate of the GPS receiver installed on the last stage of a launch vehicle which, as we have assumed, is in the same position as that of the transceiver of the spacecraft. While the GPS satellite clock offset can be assumed to be known with an adequate accuracy from pre-computed GPS ephemeris and clock products, the receiver clock offset r ct δ is unknown and has to be determined at each epoch as part of the orbit determination process [7] . The clock bias can be set as an unknown constant in the short arc orbit determination problem. The measurements available at the injection can be divided into three segements. The first is the segment before the separation, which starts from the target capturing by tracking radar. The second segement is from the separation to the end of the radar tracking. The third is launch vehich measurement from separation. After the separation, the distance between the two object is very close, the end time of tracking for both objects are basically the same. The traditional methods can handle those segments of data separately and independently. 
Orbit Estimation Model and State Transit Matrix Approximation

A. System Model
where,
are the measurements observation vectors. It is possible that the elements of the observation at different time will not fully same. There are many elements of measurements in these segments, such as radar angles and ranging elements, navigation data, etc. Here, we proposed to use these measurements jointly, and estimate the initial orbit by the following data integration
There are many options for numerical optimization. Newton-Raphson method is common method in orbit estimation problem. These gradient methods for nonlinear problems will inevitably need the formulation and calculation of state transit matrix. There are mainly three types of formulation for state transit matrix used in TT&C ships. One is traditional differential orbit correction method. The second is finite differencing method. The third is Unit Vector Method [5, 8, 9, 10] . The three methods can be used in different situation with varied accuracy, and have their own advantages and disadvantages, respectively.
B. State transit matrix obtained by Unit Vector Method
The basic principle is also from the differential correction method [6, 7] . Its perturbed conditional equation can be written as 000 000 1,2,3,, 
The equation can be simplified as [2, 3, 4] 
Numerical Results
In order to isolate the random distribution of uncertainty appeared in actual measurement data of past missions, the paper uses simulated data to test the proposed method. In the paper, the orbit for a historical mission is used as reference orbit, and STK is used to propagate the reference orbit. Simulated tracking measurements with designed noise are obtained through the use of simulated ship positions. Simulated navigation data with noise are also simulated based on the reference ephemeris.
In orbit calculation process, the measure data are categorized into three groups: the first group of data are the measurements for the combined body before the separation which include radar tracking and GPS pseudo ranging measurements.The second group include the measurements for the combined body before the separation and the measurements for the launch vehicle after the separation, which include radar tracking and GPS pseudo ranging measurements. The third group data contains the measurements for the combined body before the separation, the measurements for the launch vehicle after the separation and the measurements for the spacecraft after the separation. The two methods discussed above are used to test the three groups of data. The orbit determination results show that (1) When the same method is used, the result generated by the second groups and third groups are significantly better than those generated by the first group. (2) The results generated by the third group are slightly better than the results generated by the second group. The difference is not obvious, this phenomenon is consistent with the relative lower precision of radar tracking.
The results generated by the finite difference method for the same set of data are more optimal the results generated the Unit Vector Method.
Conclusion
The paper proposed to integrate the radar tracking measurements and onboard navigation data before and after injection. The method has its following advantages:
(1) Current method processes the measurements separately and independently. However, the proposed one can handle multiple phase and sources concurrently.
(2) Data range used by current orbit determination mode is very short. It can result in lower stability and accuracy in the estimation process. If Unit Vector Method is applied, it has larger region of convergence. However, it has lower accuracy. Thus, finite difference is a good and easy option the initial orbit determination for short arc, multiple source and multiple phase.
